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ARE THE Rabble-Rousers DRAGGING EPRDF BACK TO THEIR DARK OLD BLOODY ERA? 

NO HOW! NO WAY!  

Dear all peace lover Ethiopians, 

First of all, please allow me to express my deepest condolences to all families and close 

friends of those victims who lost their lives in Amhara and Oromia states.  May God also 

Bless all!    

Politics is not something that I love to deal with and want engage in but I can't remain 

indifferent and silent at this critical point in time when I see clouds of danger shadowing 

the lights of hope in Ethiopia. Evidently, a few remnants of the past regime who are 

residing overseas and some homegrown delusional politicians are putting all their 

maximum efforts to drag EPRDF back to their old bloody era when countless innocent 

Ethiopians were inhumanly and mercilessly massacred, in mass, and their corpse laid on 

streets with intention to terrify and frighten passerby citizens. Isn't this  inhuman? Isn't 

this merciless? If not what!  What is not easy to forget and horrible to remember is parents 

and siblings were denied and disallowed to grieve and bury their beloved ones. Mind you! 

Such mass killings were executed not because the people came out to the streets, with guns 

or other means of fighting tools, to demonstrate against the Derg regime but forcefully 

picked up and taken out of their houses and schools and slaughtered for doing nothing.  

Here we go again, these same sadists and rabble-rousers are continuing to spread their 

poisonous and provocative propagandas to aimlessly expose the new generation for 

another danger. They are ceaselessly spewing the hatred of one ethnic group over the 

other. They are working desperately and sleeplessly for their bloody history to repeat itself. 

Oh! my God please strengthen the wisdom of Ethiopians not to allow this to occur and to 

say "Absolutely No!" and to say “Never Again!” for such evil calls and acts.   

What is the goal here? Assume political power? If that is the case, there is no way for this to 

materialize by inflicting dangers on Ethiopia or by corroborating with and working for 

foreigners whose only and only intention is to benefit their respective countries by 

dismantling and destabilizing Ethiopia; by disrupting its mega developmental projects; and 

by turning down its undergoing socioeconomic and political changes. Who in the hell with a 

healthy mind opposes progress and fights against the construction of dams and 

hydroelectric powers in his or her own country?   A foolish person? May be! We may, 

understandably we should, have different political opinions and agenda but none of us 

should engage in conspiring against Ethiopia and at no circumstances collaborate with 

foreign enemies to erode and destroy the unity and integrity of our own beloved country.  

So, it becomes very essential for each and every one of us to critically think, analyze and 

understand the situation before we engage ourselves in any political mob and serve as 
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instruments for rabble-rousers who are not willing to scarify their own lives; instead they 

incite people to die for them. It is a smart thing to always ask and know as to who is doing 

what behind any political mobs? Why is important for me to engage in it? What 

consequences does it have? What outcome do I achieve?  Otherwise, we should not be a 

happy-go-lucky kind of person at any cost. 

These remnant sadists and rabble-rousers have failed to move out of their old political 

mindset. The fact on the ground is becoming bitter and bitter for them to swallow. They got 

crazy and angry when they see different ethnic Ethiopians living in harmony and mutually 

benefiting each other;  and getting more and more politically conscious and mature. To 

them, there is no “Ethiopia” as such unless Ethiopia is under a unitary government and the 

people speaks one and only one language. They always try to discredit and undermine the 

involvements and roles being played by the Afars, Somalis, Oromos,...when it comes to 

political and social decision making. As everybody knows,  all they talk is only and only 

“Wayane, Wayane, Wayane…) day and night, at home and at church; while sitting or 

walking; while  eating or drinking; while awake or sleeping; and who knows, they may 

continue to do the same even after they are gone once and for all.   

Dear all peace lover Ethiopians,  

These remnant rabble-rousers and delusional politicians make use of democracy and the 

right to freedom of speech and expression as a tool of manipulation and deception. They 

discourse about democracy day in day out but what they don’t forthrightly tell is us that 

democracy entails not only rights but also responsibilities. They are not honest to tell us 

the fact that democracy develops  overtime and through an evolutionary process but 

absolutely not via revolution. Most importantly, they don’t openly teach us the fact that 

Democracy is full of challenges and Democracy functions based on rule of law and demands 

citizens to learn and accept the rules of law.1,2 For democracy to properly function, 

citizens:3 (i) must not only exercise their rights but also follow the rules of democratic 

conduct; (ii) must respect the law and reject violence and nothing justifies using violence 

against political opponents; (iii) must respect the rights of others; (iv) no one should 

denounce a political opponent as evil and illegitimate just because they have different 

views; (v) citizens  should be able to question and challenge the decisions of their 

government but not reject the government’s authority; and (vi)  when they make demands, 

they should understand that it is impossible for everyone to achieve everything they want 

as democracy requires compromise.      

                                                           
1Building Democracy: A Short Definition of Democracyhttp://www.democracy-building.info/index.html 
2American Government; what is democracy? http://www.ushistory.org/gov/1c.asp 
3What is Democracy? Lecture at Hilla University for Humanistic Studies; January 21, 2004; Available at 

https://web.stanford.edu/~ldiamond/iraq/WhaIsDemocracy012004.htm. 
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Moreover, these rabble-rousers routinely campaign on “lack of right to freedom of speech 

and expression.” What they don’t tell us or what they intentionally ignore is the fact that 

freedom of speech does not include the right to incite actions that would harm others 

(Schenck v. United States, 249 U.S. 47 (1919); and to make or distribute obscene materials 

(Roth v. United States, 354 U.S. 476 (1957). They also discourse about lack of free press but 

without revealing the responsibilities and accountabilities associated with it.  Rather, they 

promote criminal anarchy: which believes in or teaches the necessity of overthrowing or 

overturning an organized government by force, violence or by any unlawful means either 

by word of mouth or writing (Gitlow v. People of New York, 268 U.S. 652 (1925).  

Dear peace lover Ethiopians,  

I understand how frustrating and daunting the situation of a corrupted and inefficient 

government system  would be but, my friends, there is nothing that can be obtained from 

destabilizing our peace. It only leads to conflicts which in turn leads to war and the people 

of Ethiopia, particularly,  generation of my age and older know well about the 

consequences of war in Ethiopia. War  kills peoples' lives; war displaces and disintegrates 

communities; war leaves behind citizens with posttraumatic stress disorders and physical 

and mental disabilities and injuries; war consumes meager resources; war destroys and 

demolishes houses, schools, churches, mosques, and business places; war constraints 

peoples' day to day functions;  and so and so forth. Look what is happening around the 

world right now, particularly in Syria and Iraq-war has changed these two countries into 

ashes. They have lost their people, their  resources, and their historical values. Is that what 

we want to happen in Ethiopia? No how! and no way! Friends, war produces no positive 

outcome.  

Nonetheless, I strongly appreciate and I am with the majority of the Ethiopians  who are 

repeatedly expressing their concerns by raising legitimate questions on matters related to 

inefficient administration and the growing convoluted system of corruption in the country. 

I strongly support all those who are openly and directly alleging EPRDF for failing to 

consistently, honestly and unequivocally fight against corruption. After all, EPRDF has been 

a front of winning heroes; a front of poverty fighters; a front of infrastructure 

developments; a front of education and health service promoters; and a front of equality in 

nations and nationalities. So, it is an unimaginable  to many of us as to why and how EPRDF 

has changed into a bucket of corruptors and nepotists.    

So, all peace lover Ethiopians, there is no doubt that EPRDF is suffering from “corruption-

poison” caused illness. The question is whether or not EPRDF can get healed from this self-

ingested poison. At this time, there are two choices for EPRDF to make. The first and the 

best one is to urgently and willingly use an effective antidote to treat its condition and get 

healed of this self-ingested poison and renew its name. The second choice is commit suicide 
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by failing or delaying to take an effective antidote. My strong belief is that EPRDF will opt to 

lavage the poison and reestablish its history making track records.   

I always tell friends that if there is anything that can win EPRDF, it would be corruption.  

But, I am optimistic that there is no way for EPRDF to forget the very causes for its 17-year 

armed struggle. There is no way for EPRDF to fail to correct itself after having won all those 

bitter struggles-full of ups and downs, challenges and sacrifices. So, fighting and winning 

corruption is a must to do job for EPRDF by seriously and critically re-examining and re-

diagnosing itself and find a cure for its metastasizing cancerous disease before it becomes 

irreversible and incurable.  

EPRDF must not prefer to commit suicide because it would an embarrassing occurrence in 

history and a disaster to Ethiopia's future.  

Thanks!  God Bless all! Gog Bless Our Country! Peace and love to all! 

 

  

 

 


